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This work characterizes some subclasses of a-stable (0 < a < 1) Banach spaces 
in terms of the extendibility to Radon laws of certain a-stable cylinder measures. 
These result extend the work of S. Chobanian and V. Tarieladze (J. Multiuar. Anal. 
7, 183-203 (1977)). For these spaces it is shown that every Radon stable measure 
is the continuous image of a stable measure on a suitable L, space with 
p = a(1 -a))‘. The latter result extends some work of Garling (Ann. Probab. 4, 
600-6 11 (1976)) and Jain (Proceedings, Symposia in Pure Math. XXXI, p. 55-65, 
Amer. Math. Sot., Providence, RI.). 
0. INTR~OLJCTI~N 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and yz be the canonical normal 
cylinder measure with the characteristic functional (c.f.) yz( y) = 
exp(- f ]] y]]fr), y E H [2]. Then the Sazanov-Gross-Minlos theorem can be 
stated as: 
For a bounded operator T on H’ (the topological dual of 
H) into a separable Hilbert space K, exp(- f ]) Tyjli) is a 
c.f. of a Radon measure iff T is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. (0.1 a) 
For a bounded operator S: K + H, yZ 0 S’ is a Radon 
measure iff S is Hilbert-Schmidt. (0. lb) 
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Let E be a separable Banach space with the topological dual E’ and Bore1 
sets 9(E). Let L, = L,([O, 1],9([0, l]),,~), where ,u is the Lebesgue 
measure and I, the space of real sequences (xi, x2 ,..., x “,...) with 
JJ (xi I= < co. For 1 < a < 2, y, is the canonical cylinder measure on L, 
(resp. I,) with the c.f. exp(-J ] g(u)l” &) [resp. exp(-Ci”,i Ixil”)] for g E L, 
(resp. {xi} E 1,). Here p = a/(a - 1). In this work we characterize Banach 
spaces E for which the following analogue of (0.1) holds. 
For a bounded operator T on E’ into L,, [T E B(E’, L,)] 
(resp. I,) exp(- ]I Tyllz)’ is the c.f. of a Radon measure iff T 
is a-summing in the sense of Pietch [ 121 (1 < a < 2). (0.2a) 
For a bounded operator S : L, (resp. 1,) into E, y, o S-l is 
a Radon measure iff S is a-summing (1 < a < 2, l/a + 
1/p= 1). (0.2b) 
We note that these results extend the results of [3, Sects. 3, 41. The results 
are motivated by [ 131 and constitute an improvement of the same. Finally, 
as a consequence of (0.2b), we show that every stable measure on these 
Banach spaces is the continuous image of a stable Radon measure on L,. 
This extends a result in [6,8]. The techniques used here are those of 
Kwapien [9]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
We denote by N,(r) the cylinder measure on E with the c.f. exp(- 1) Tyj[z) 
for T E B(E’, L,) (resp. T E B(E’, 1,)). We say that N,(T) is Radon if 
N,(T) is a Radon measure. We say that an operator A on a Banach space E 
into a Banach space F is a-summing (0 < a < co) if C, [(y, x,)]” converges 
for all y E E’ implies C, IIAx,IIF converges. We denote by n,(E, F) the class 
of all a-summing operators E into F with norm I( ./Ike. It is known [ 121 that, 
for T E x,(E, F), there exists a finite measure ,D on the unit ball U = ( y E E’ - 
I/y/l,, ,< 1) of E such that 11 TX/~; < I, I(x,y)l” v(dy) for all x E E. 
We say that a Banach space E is of stable type a if for all sequences 
ixil GE, CEl IIXiIIa < co implies C xivi converges a.s., where (vi) is an 
i.i.d. sequence of symmetric stable random variables with the characteristic 
function exp(- I tl”), t real. Following [ 131, we say that a Banach space E 
belongs to the class (I’,) (1 < a < 2) if for each stable Radon measure p of 
index a and cylindrical stable measure v the inequality 
I 1 - V”(Y)1 < I 1 - (o,(Y)l? VyEE’, implies that v is 
Radon, where (o,(y) = J‘ exp(iu)v o y-i(&). 
I 1). JlDI denotes usual norm in either L, or I,. 
(1.1) 
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In fact, we shall not need the full class (V,). In view of the result of [ 141 
we know that for a stable Radon measure ,u, vp,(y) = exp(--J‘, ](v, x)]” dA), 
where A is a finite measure on the unit sphere Z of E. If T, denotes the map 
T, y = (y, .) on E’ into L,(C, 9(Z), A) then cp,(~~) = exp(- ]] T, y]]“), y E E’. 
By [ 10, p. 128; 7, p. 411 L,(C, 59(Z), A) is isometric to L, @ 1, for all 
separable Banach spaces E, and hence is isomorphic to a subspace of L, 
[ 151. Thus we obtain that for a stable Radon measure p on (E, 3(E)), 
(O,(Y) = ew- II WI3 w h ere T E B(E’, L,) with T = jT, and j denoting the 
embedding of L,(C, 9(C), A). The only stable cylindrical measures involved 
in our study have c.f.‘s of the form exp(- ]]Ry I]:) with y E E’ and 
R E B(E’, L,). Thus Eq. (1.1) is equivalent to 
IIWx < II 011, implies N,(R) is Radon. (1.2) 
Hence by the closed graph theorem, E belongs to (I’,) in our context iff E 
satisfies one of the following conditions. 
V,(i) For every T E B(E’, I,), N,(T) is Radon implies N,(AT) is 
Radon for all A E B(Z,, I,). 
V,(ii) For every TE B(E’, L,), N,(T) is Radon implies N,(AT) is 
Radon for all A E B(L,, 1,). 
V,(iii) For every TE B(E’, L,), N,(T) is Radon implies N,(AT) is 
Radon for all A E B(L,, L,). 
Finally, we need the following definition. 
1.3. DEFINITION. The Banach space I, is finitely representable in a 
Banach space E if, for each natural number n, there exist vectors x, ,..., x, in 
E, and constants c,, c2 such that for all real numbers t,, t2,..., t,, 
where 0 < c, < c2 < co. 
2. SOLUTION TO (0.2a) 
Let 1 < a < 2 and T be a bounded operator on E’ into I,. Then we have 
the following theorem. Throughout E is a separable Banach space. 
2.1. THEOREM. (a) Let E be Banach space of stable type a and in class 
(V,), then for all TE x=(E’, I,), N,(T) is Radon. 
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(b) Suppose for any TE ;n,(E’, i,), N,(T) is Radon, then E is of 
stable type a and satisfies V,(i). 
Proof. We note that by [ 13, Theorem 2; 4, p. 671 E is reflexive. By the 
Pietch theorem, there exists a finite measure v on U, the unit ball of E, such 
that 
II TY /la < \ KY, x>l” VW). 
. cl 
(2-l) 
But by a result in [ 1, 111 exp(-J ](y,x)\” v(dx) is the c.f. of a stable 
Radon measure on E, as E is of stable type a. From (2.1) and E E Va we 
obtain that N,(T) is Radon. To prove part (b), we observe that 
T E ~c,(E’, I,) implies ATE n,(E’, I,) for all bounded operators A on 1, + I, 
giving N,(AT) Radon, i.e., V,(i). To prove that E is of stable type a, we 
note that I, is isometric to L,(C, 9(C), A) [ 10, p. 1281, where Z is the unit 
sphere of E and 
where C ]]xi]lu = 1 with 6,(A) = 1 if x E A and equals zero if x 6!! A. Define 
T: E’ -+ I, as JT,, where J is the isometry of L,(C, 9(C), A) onto 1, and 
T, .v = (y, *) on E’ into L,(Z, 9(Z), 1). Now 1) T, y/J” = jz ((y, x)1” A(dx) 
and ,I’ ]lxlla A(dx) = 1 giving T, is a-summing; hence JT, is a-summing. But 
]IJT, ~11: = xi ](y,Xi)la giving exp(-Ci I(Y,x~)~“) is the ch. f. of a Radon 
measure. Hence by the Ito-Nisio theorem C xiqi converges a.s. giving E is 
of stable type a. 
The analogous result involving L, follows. Here, the proof of part (a), 
being similar to the one of part (a) of Theorem 2.1, is omitted. 
.2.2. THEOREM. (a) Let E be a Banach space of stable type a and in 
class (V,), then for all T E za(E’, L,), N,(T) is Radon. 
(b) Suppose for any T E rt,(E’, L,), N,(T) is Radon, then E is of 
stable type a and satisfies V,(ii) and V,(iii). 
Proof: (b) T E n,(E’, L,) implies ATE zt,(E’, L,) (resp. ATE 
z,(E’, I,)), if A is a bounded linear operator on L, into L, (resp. I,). Hence 
N,(AT) is Radon giving V,(ii) and V,(iii). Let T, be the map as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 and T be the isometric imbedding of L,(Z, S(Z), A) into I, 
with the notation as in the previous theorem. Let i be the isometric 
imbedding of I, into L, [ 15, p. 1321. Then iJT, E n,(E’,L*) and 
II UT, VII;, = C KY, xi)la. H ence as in Theorem 2.1 we get that E is of stable 
type a. 
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3. SOLUTIONS TO (0.2b) 
We start by showing an analogue of (O.lb) for the Banach spaces of stable 
type a and in the class (V,). In the course of the proof we use a- 
decomposable operators due to Kwapien [9]. Following [9], we define 
3.1. DEFINITION. An operator y on a Banach space F into L,(R, P) is 
called a-decomposible if there exists a map 9’: 0 + F’ such that 
(a) For each x E F, (x, q(e)) is P-measurable and equal to y(x) a.e. 
PI. 
(b) There exists an fE L&2, P) 3 ]] yl(o)(] <f(m) a.e. [PI, where 
(Q, P) is a probability space. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let E be of stable type a and belong to class (V,) and 
(1 < a < 2). If S is a bounded linear operator on L, into E then S = T* for 
T E B(E’, L,) and if S E xa(L4, E) then N,(T) is Radon. Here T* is the 
adjoint of T and /? = a/(a - 1). 
ProoJ By [ 13, Theorem 21, we get that E is isomorphic to a subspace of 
L, for 1 < a < 2. Hence by [4, p. 671, E is reflexive. Let T= S*. Clearly, 
TE B(E’, L,) and S = S** = T*. D enote by v the identity map on L,. 
Since T E B(E’, L,) with T* E z,(Lg, E) and v E B(L,, L,), we get by [9, 
Theorem 21, u 0 T is a-decomposable. By Definition 3.1, there exists 
9: [O, 1] + E such that (y, o(o)) is measurable, ]]cp]] E L, and (v 0 7’)(y) = 
(y, o(e)). Using [ 1; 11, Theorem 4.71, we get that exp[-E ]( y, ~(a))]“] is the 
c.f. of a Radon stable measure of index a on E. But E I(y, rp(.))l” = 11 Tyll”, 
for all y E E’, giving N,(T) Radon. 
Remark. The above result generalizes the “if’ part of Theorem 3 [ 131 
since f, is a complemented subspace of L,. However, the proof presented in 
[ 13 ] does not extend to give our result. We also note that in our proof we 
use E E (V,) only to conclude S = T*, which seems to be an implicit 
assumption in 1131. From this we obtain: 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let E be of stable type a and T be a bounded operator 
on E’ into L, of the form T* = S with S E n,(Lq, E), then N,(T) is Radon. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let E satisfy condition V,(ii) (1 < a < 2) and N,(T) is 
Radon with T a bounded operator on E’ to L, and T* bounded operator on 
L, to E, then T* E xm(Lq, E). 
Proof: The proof is similar to that in [ 13, Theorem 31. First, we observe 
that for an operator R E B(E’, I,), N,(R) is Radon iff z:,” ,(R*e,) vi 
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converges as., where {ei} is the canonical basis in I,. Since N,(T) is Radon 
and E is V,(ii), we get N,(A7’) is Radon for all A E B(L,, 1,). By the above 
observation we get for any A E B(L,, 1,) 
C [(AT)* eil Vi converges a.s. 
Consider now A given by Ag = {(a,, g)) (g E L,), for a sequence (a,} c L, 
such that C,” i I(a,, g)l” < co with (a,, g) = (A a, g du. Then A is closed 
and hence bounded. Since (Ag, a,) = (g, A*e,), we get that (AT)* e, = 
T*q,. Thus C,“=l I+,, g)(” < co implies C,“=l(T*u,) r~, converges a.s. By 
the Borel-Cantelli lemma, C,P(llT*~,II Ivnl > 1) < 03. But 
~(lIT*~,ll lrll > 1) is asymptotically equivalent to II T*u,lla by [5, p. 3031, 
giving Cn I/ T*u,IJn < co, i.e., T* E 7c,(Lq, E). In the proof of Theorem 2 of 
I 13 I 00 VA’) 1 is used, and V,(ii) implies V,(i) giving: 
3.5. COROLLARY. If E is of stable type a and satisfies V,(ii), then for 
every bounded linear operator T on E’ into L,, N,(T) is Radon tfl 
T” E z,(LD, E). 
3.6. COROLLARY. If E is of stable type a and satisfies V,(i), then for 
every bounded operator T on E’ into I,, N,(T) is Radon iff T* E 7c,(ls, E). 
We now establish the converse of Corollaries 3.5 and 3.6, to conclude the 
section. 
3.7. THEOREM. The following are equivalent for each a (1 < a < 2): 
(a) E is of stable type a and satisfies V,(i). 
(b) For all bounded operators T: E’ + l,, N,(T) is Radon ifl 
T” E x&, E). 
Proof: It remains to prove (b) * (a). Under (b), N,(T) is Radon 3 T* E 
rc,(lg, E) =G= T*A* E ~,(1~, E) for all A E B(Z,, I,). But this in turn implies 
N,(AT) is Radon by (b). To prove that E is of stable type a under (b), we 
note that T* E r~,(/~, E) implies C,“,(T*e,) vi converges, as N,(R) is 
Radon iff C’?,(R*ei) vi converges. Now define for some r < a, 
(E IICz1(R*ei) ~ill~)~~=~(R*) as a norm on the space .4, of operators R* 
for which CE ,(R*e,) vi converges. Under (b), there exists a c independent of 
T* with o(T*) < c /I T* IIXo. Thus we have to prove the implication: 
For all T* E x,(lg, E), G’-*) < c II T* Ilna *E is of stable type a. 
(3.8) 
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But (3.8) is a super-property which fails in I, [ 131. Hence 1, is not finitely 
representable in E. By the theorem in [ 17, Addendum] we get that E is of 
stable type a. 
3.9. THEOREM. The following are equivalent for each a (1 < a < 2): 
(a) E is of stable type a and satisfies V,(ii). 
(b) For all bounded operators T: E’ + L,, N,(T) is Radon iff T” E 
G&3 3 El. 
Proof: As in Theorem 3.7, we get (b) + V,(ii). To obtain (b) Z- E is of 
stable type a, we note that B(E’, 1,) z B(E’, L,), as 1, is a complemented 
subspace of L,. For these operators S*: 1, + E. Thus (b) of this Theorem 
implies (b) of Theorem 3.7. By that theorem we get the result. 
4. STRUCTURE OF STABLE LAWS ON SPACES 
OF STABLE TYPE a IN CLASS (V,) 
In this section we generalize a result of Garling [6] and Jain [8] on the 
structure of Gaussian measures on cotype 2 space. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let E be of stable type a and in (V,). Then any a-stable 
Radon measure o on E is a continuous image of an a-stable measure a’ on 
L,, (1 <a<2, l/a+l//3=1). 
Proof Let u be an a-stable measure on E. Then by [ 141, c = N,(T), 
where T is a bounded linear operator on E’ into L,(Z, 3Y(Z), A). By [ 10, 
p. 1281 L,(C, g(E), 1) is isometric to L, 0 I,, which is isomorphic to a 
subspace L,. Therefore without loss of generality, assume that u = N,(T), 
where T is a bounded linear operator on E’ into L,. By Theorem 3.8, we get 
T* E x,(Lq, E). By the factorization theorem of Pietch [ 121 
where p E z,(Lq, L,) and U is bounded linear operator. By the reflexivity of 
the spaces L, and L,, we assume that P= v*, where V is a bounded linear 
operatoronL,toLD.InTheorem2of[9],letE=L,,F=L,,U=Vandy 
injection of L, into L,, then p E x,(LD, L,) implies that y 0 V is a- 
decomposible, i.e., there exists a LB-valued random variable X such that, for 
all g E L,, (y o V)(g) =g(X(w)) a.e. and E llX(w)ll; < 03. Since L, is a 
stable type a we get that there exists a stable measure 5 on L, with c.f. 
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exp(-E ]x*(X(w))]“). It remains to show 6 o Up1 = u. The c.f. of u is 
P”(Y) = P6(u*Y)Y y E E’. Hence rp,(Y) = exp(-E I(u*Y>(~(w>)l”> = 
exp(- ]](v o V)(U*y)]]z). But y 0 Vo U*y = u o U* o y = Ty giving q, is the 
c.f. of N,(T). Note that in the above proof the space L, in Pietch Theorem is 
L,(U, a{(y, .);y E E’), I), where U is the unit ball of L,[O, 1] and x is the 
representing measure in Pietch theorem. 
Remark. It should be noted that the Banach spaces studied here, namely, 
stable a and in (V,) are cotype 2 spaces. Thus, the problem (0.2a) is 
continuous in (a) but problem (0.2b) is highly discontinuous. This is seen by 
noting that every Banach space is in (Vz). 
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